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Abstract:
Make in India initiative has provided Indian production facilities a limelight in world map. The initiative is primarily
dependant on manufacturing units, technical and human potentials.

The industrial relations is integral part of the production component. Industrial relations is complex social, economic,
political subsystem of the organisation.

The study is based on primary survey and secondary data. It will benefit practitioners and administrators to be better
prepared for challenges. It provides perspectives for understanding IR in today’s context to academicians and students.
The objective of the paper is to bring the practitioners perspective into changing dynamics of industrial relations. The
paper is qualitative in nature and highlights the challenges of changing dynamics of Industrial relations in current
scenario.
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Introduction

Industrial relations in India have evolved a long way. Gone are those days when industrial relations used to be
managed using various tactics, one of that being manipulation. Employees, unions, managers, and even
management had their own ways to put forward certain ploy for managing industrial relations. The motives in
this process were very clear with each stakeholder having their own aspirations. Employees aspired for high
wages, unions aspired for “tight grip” on big industries, whereas manager’s aspired to ensure minimum IR
issues  for industrial peace, with minimum interference from union side.

In this process, all interested aspirants, i.e., employees, unions, managers and management, used to have a
heavy tussle to achieve the winning spot. However, it was not possible for any single stakeholder to achieve
this goal in isolation. So, at times, stakeholders used to either collaborate or corroborate with each other in this
strategy game. In this scenario of adverse relations existing few years back, each stakeholder had its own
capacity for achieving their desired goals.  For unions, getting stability and maximum support was possible
only with majority support from members, at times with hidden involvement of insiders & outsiders.
Capability for union members used to get gauged depending on their effective canvassing of the objectives of
unions. Management used to be heavily dependent on inside and outside environment with sole intension to
ensure stability of business & minimum intervention from unions in its operations.

It was important to ensure stability in the role of stakeholders in “management of industrial relations” which
was done at times, by negotiation, or by conciliatory methods, or through intervention of law. One thing was
clear for then and now that, more the intervention seeked from outside parties to stabilize industrial relation,
more was the time and resources required by the management.  Involvement of negotiator methods used to
yield more positive results. However, managements were required to pay heavy hefty  by way of signing
costly settlements which were impacting bottom line of business and were setting wrong precedence’s for
future. In the process, rarely, managements and unions arrived to an understanding which was cohesive in
nature and on win-win platform.
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Having discussed the various stakeholders’ involvement in industrial relation, it is also pertinent to understand
the role of government machinery in supporting industrial peace. There were very few examples where
government machineries under ID Act were handy for arriving to amicable settlements guarantying long-term
privileged industrial stability. Parties involved were either signing the settlement and requesting conciliation
machinery for formal intervention, or parties were signing settlements and preferring to submit the same to
industrial courts with a request to pass an award in terms of settlement. Major role of machineries under ID
Act was to collect the statistical information for compilation purpose and submit it to government. Industries
rarely experienced supportive role from government machineries. In this kind of case, question arose as to
how industries and stakeholders involved with management of Industrial relations would arrive to settlements
and ensure sustainability of business.

Objectives and Methodology
The present study is qualitative in nature. It discusses about the upcoming trends in the practices of Industrial
Relations. The objectives of the study is:

1. To highlight the changing trends in the practices of IR
2. To present the practitioners perspective about changing trends in IR

The discussion with the IR experts was restricted only to city of Pune, India. Pune is hub of manufacturing,
automobile and IT industry.

The researchers approached various Industrial Relations practitioners in city of Pune and asked qualitative
questions on emerging challenges in the field of IR. Close to 50 IR and HR practitioners participated in the
study.

The study is useful to the practitioners, policy makers, academicians, managing authorities and Industrialist.

The trends highlighted from the study are as below by the researchers:

i. Role and Knowledge of Industrial Relations Professionals
Very often it is experienced that industrial relations professionals prefer to do more paper work than actual IR
related work with passion. Many senior professionals have opined that IR professionals are preferring to
forward the briefs to advocates first and there after send communications to union officials. In the process,
senior management tends to doubt the availability of core knowledge with IR professionals. The passion &
business knowledge, with which IR professional is expected to work, is always seen as a questionable factor
by business managers, thereby challenging the professional ability of managers working for “management of
Industrial Relations”.
During last two decades, IR professionals have rarely experienced IR complexity in industries, resulting in
non-availability of core application based experience. Coupled with this, there is a serious concern when fresh
management graduates with HR specialization degree are joining without theoretical and practical exposure to
IR management, resulting into non-availability of hard-core IR professionals.

ii. Internal and External Environment Impacting Industrial Relation Scenario
In earlier days, internal and external environment used to be equally important for management of Industrial
relations in industries. For example, internal factors like low wage, unhygienic and unsafe working conditions,
treatment from bosses/ superiors, etc. At the same time, few of the external factors like affiliation of union to
political parties, pressure for employment from localities and outsiders, etc. used to play role for impacting
industrial relations. However, in present days, more than union, aspirations of individual workman, his desire
to earn more in given time to meet higher standard of living, rapid technological changes, government
expectations through new agenda like Make In India, Clean and Smart City, etc. have also started impacting
industrial relations scenario in industries.

iii. Shift in Approaches towards IR Management
In earlier days, we experienced involvement of two parties for management of industrial relations, i.e., unions
and management. In recent past, industries have started facing shift in approach thereby requiring
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management to understand the individual needs of workman working in particular industry and settlements
have been signed even bypassing the unions. This is the big shift in IR management scenario over the years;
experience is, for day-to-day work related issues, workman may prefer unions. However, when time comes for
monetary benefit, individual workmen are expecting him in personal capacity to consider as a negotiating
party for settlements. With this, whole concept of bi-partite negotiations is facing its survival. Whether this is
right or wrong, time will only tell.

One more important thing to notice is that, previously organizations were rarely experiencing attrition in
bargainable category. However, in recent past, because of opening of markets & economy, new
competitiveness/ opportunities have emerged. Thereby creating more and more job opportunities even for
employees from unionized categories. This has also started impacting management of industrial relations to
some extent. In present days, unionized employees are more learned, more sensitive, amenable to more
advanced technology, and have the willingness to change even locations. All these factors create more
challenges in IR management.

iv. Contractual Employment vs. Permanent Employees
Though this point is alive from time immemorial, in present industrial development scenario, this is catching
up more attention. Employers would always prefer to have flexibility in manpower. At the other hand,
workmen would prefer to have permanency status. In this debate, many times, employer tends to over-act by
employing more and more contract labor jeopardizing the interest of unions of having members from
“permanent status”. On the other side, central government is likely to come up with hike in wage structure of
contract labor bringing it nearly at par with permanent employee. Question is – how long this will continue.
Unions are fighting their level best for elimination of contractual employment in employment by putting
pressures on stakeholders. At times, management is compelled to use contractual workman to replace striking
workers to meet customer’s demand in given time. Such scenario can occur when workman are on strike for
pressing some of their demands and management is not in a position to accept those demands resulting in
operations getting paralyzed, compelling management to engage contract workmen. For example, Sanand
strike at Tata Motors.This is one of the important balancing factors for IR management in industries.

v. Employment of Trainees Under Various Schemes
More the permanent workman you have, there are more chances of having complex IR scenario. With this,
number of industries prefers to have employment structure in such a way so as to balance the business
operations. There are examples where employees from this category along with workmen employed through
contractors join hands with outside parties informing the unions posing threats to continuous co-operations of
industries.

vi. Generation Gap
Industries which have started their operations during last 5 years may not be experiencing this issue seriously.
The reason is that, most of the employees employed in such industries are Gen Y or Millenials. However,
industries which are about 20 years old are definitely facing problem from availability of Baby Boomers, Gen
X, Gen Y and Millenials.

The very fact that employees from Gen X comparing to others have different thinking process, difference in
exposure to technology and difference in the way they are looking at life. All these factors are posing serious
negotiation threats to unions and management. Union leaders from Gen X are finding it extremely difficult to
face the aspirations from Gen Y and Millenials. Also, if union leader is from Gen Y, he will find it extremely
difficult to accommodate the thinking process of employees from Gen X and Baby Boomers. Balancing such
factors will be really an IR gymnastic activity. Not sure whether IR professionals are ready to face and
balance such challenges ensuring balance between sustainability of business and expectation from employees.
During negotiations, employees from Gen Y or Millennial would prefer cash in hand per month instead on
relying on retirement benefits. This can cause differences in thinking process and may lead to IR issues.
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vii. Availability of Different Communication Channels
For management of industrial relations, previously very few channels were open like written communication
to union, one-on-one or group meetings, dharnas, gate meetings etc. Contrary to that, in present era, there are
number of communication channels which are available to individual employee as well as to union like
Facebook, YouTube, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, and many more. One will experience each employee equipped
with high end smart phone in his pocket which will ease out his communication at any given time posing
threats to management of industrial relations. Communication from individual employees is much faster than
communication from IR professionals and even from union leaders.  Use of cell phones may lead distractions
from allotted work bringing in restrictions to do so whereas union / workmen would prefer to use the same
any time. In one of the company, union had preferred to                “workmen should be allowed to use cell
phones any time “as a clause in charter of demands. Question is how to balance these requirements.
viii. Various Judicial Pronouncements
Supreme courts and high courts have pronounced various judgments impacting employment conditions. For
example, issuance of show-cause notice to delinquent workman before final punishment like dismissal or
conducting full-fledged enquiry even in cases like continuous absenteeism. In the state of Maharashtra,
various judgments based on schedule IV of MRTU and PULP Act 1971 has impacted adversely. Transfer of
services from one location to another location, discharge or dismiss employees by way of victimization,
recruit employees during strike which is not an illegal strike, etc. are few of the reasons, which can be cited.
Union will view many such actions on the part of management as a part of weakening union movement & on
the other hand management will term such actions as managerial requirements. If not done with full faith &
confidence, may lead to labor turbulence.

ix. Precedences
Precedences form the practices. Government authorities will enquire for practices and judiciary would rely on
precedences, practices and law. In view of this, it is pertinent to note and understand the importance of all
these factors in management of industrial relations management. On few occasions, there are industrial
relations complex situations in industries because of abrupt discontinuation of practices which are in force for
years together. For example customary incentives, time concessions, allowing union officials to do union
work while on duty etc.  In short, employees are tuned with certain way of working and due to
nonaffordability or changes in technology, such practices/ precedences are discontinued causing industrial
unrest. Section 9-A of Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, requires notice of change to be served by management to
union/ affected parties, for affecting any change in any customary concessions or privilege or change in usage.
This can be one of the impacting factors for industrial relation.

x. Introduction of New Technology
Due to rapid changes in technology, more reliance will be on brain power than muscle power. With this
principle, industries are introducing more technologies at workplace which can assure desired quality,
expected quantity in given time, and required speed leading to customer satisfaction. Introduction of new
technology requires existing manpower to undergo skill/ competency development programme. If not done
properly, survival of the industry will be at stake. From union side, introduction of new technology can be
considered as threat to their survival. Also, threat to very existence of negotiating power which is the
foundation of Industrial Relation. If new technology need to be introduced in a manner, i.e., by taking
individual workman and union into full confidence. General opinion about Indian workman is that they have
long been lauded for their entrepreneurship skills in every corner of the world and are increasingly respected
for their contributions to manufacturing on a global scale. This can get defeated if union members are not
forming proper mind-sets of their followers for accepting the new technology.

Up gradation of existing technology is also likely to be replaced by much advanced technologies like Industry
4.0. Workman working on machines are expected to get them physically and mentally tuned to these
requirements. If not done properly, it can lead to industrial relation problem.
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xi. Inability of Union to Communicate to its Supporter to Learn New Ways of Business
If union leadership is relying only on development of employment conditions and not giving futuristic
attention to new ways of business working, it can create a communication gap between management, and
union leadership and also between union leadership and its supporters. Therefore, union leadership is expected
to be alert for understanding the winds of changes in business failing which it can get transformed to winds of
turbulence.

xii. Labour Reforms
After NDA government comes into power, largely government is in mood to introduce reformation in various
labour laws, like Factories Act, Bonus Act, Maternity Benefit Act, Apprenticeship Act, Contract Act, etc. the
intention of government is to simplify the process required under various labour laws. However, from
industrial relations point of view, it can be looked as threat to bargaining power.  Union leadership need to get
them well equipped on this area & try to understand need for such labor reformation. Global investors will not
be willing to come to India with high level of labor restrictive laws. It’s a question of looking for avenues of
business development & possibility of employment avenues for future.

xiii. Unsafe Working Conditions
The preamble of Factories Act, 1948, states - “An Act to Consolidate and amend a law regulating labour in
factories.” If we read further, definitions of Hazardous process, Power, Transmission Machinery,
Manufacturing Process, etc. along with provisions as mentioned in various chapters of Factories Act related to
health, safety, hazardous processes, welfare, working hours of adults, wordings are very clear demanding
safety and welfare at workplace.

There are number of instances where union leaders have taken a serious cognizance of violation of provisions
as required under Factories Act and preferred to move to authorities for their intervention. Though, aim of any
organization is 100% safe environment, sometime unfortunate accidents do happen.  Management ought to
give highest level of attention to safe working conditions & in case of accident, need to take excellent care of
injured person. Failure to do so can lead to unwanted debate, vitiating working environment. This was also
one of the reasons for industrial relations.

Conclusion:
With above illustrations, it is abundant clear that there will always be changes in the pattern through which
industrial relations are managed. There can be counter argument from all the parties about who is right and
who is wrong. At one side, management would always prefer to have maximum flexibility and at other side
even in changed situation, individual workman, union leaders and independent leaders would prefer to have
continual development in service conditions. If proper communication machineries within industries are
developed, and tracked properly, the ways for resolution of disputes can be found out. More intervention of
unrelated parties can hamper the interest of business stake holders causing interruption in maintenance of
smooth IR processes. What is required is high level of understanding, maturity, continuous communication,
introduction of new methodologies of competencies’ etc.  can be a solution for smooth future industrial
relations.
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